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I1EUS OF
TOE VOCLD
By ROBERT TUCKER
U. S. reviewing
OCT. 19
policy toward Argentine as Peron
returns to power. Coal strike in
last phases; miners return.
OCT. 20
Attlee government
given extension of economic con
trols as Churchill issues warning.
Venezuelan casualties reported at
300; capital, seaport, and several
smaller towns in hands of revolu
tionists. Senate Finance Committee
passes 5!2 million tax cut. Tni'
man delays word on Wage' Price.
r
Heavy fighting
OCT. 21
way in Caracas, Venezuela.
"Britain and America close Hitler
case; Russia remains undecided.
Farben plants, records, and offices
in ' American Zone of Germany
seized by AMG. Jap war crimes
trials to begin within two months.
DeGaulle leading
OCT. 22
2 to 1 in French national election;
if elected, will have hand in prep'
aration of new constitution. Rev
olution faction achieves control of
Venezuela. Congress may hear
proposal for founding new depart'
ment of the air, to be equal to army
and navy.
Truman proposes
OCT. 23
compulsory
training.
French national election swings
sharp left. Senate creates atomic
"
committee."" U." Sr proposes new
program for the Balkans.
Japs in Formosa
OCT. 24
to surrender tomorrow as Chinese
take over. Strike balloting under
way in 97 GM Corp. plants; 30
per cent wage hike request being
'
considered.
McArthur orders
OCT. 25
Japs to sever all diplomatic rela'
tions. Marine corps gets new 50'
point discharge plan. Checs under
Benes nationalize 27 heavy industries. Laborites attack British inter
ference in Dutch East. Indian dis
putes. Sen. Murray "condemns
hours issue in GM strike ballot.

Have You Seen
"Blithe

Volume LXII
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Trustees Vote on Educational Changes':
Dr. Compton Presides at
Annual Session of Board
Of Trustees
The regular winter session of the
Board of Trustees will be convened
tomorrow, Oct. 26. The members
will consider at that time the study
plan proposed by President Lowry
as well as the. revision of the bylaws. These laws pertaining to the
government of the Board were
adopted in 1928.
Copies of the first draft of the study plan will be given to trustees
and faculty for their suggestions.
It is probable that the plan will be
accepted in theory, then revised in

printed draft.
Arthur H. Compton, who played
a large role in the development of
the atom bomb, will preside at the
meetings as chairman of the Board
of Trustees. The Board is com
posed of thirty members,
d
of whom are elected each vear.
Each one serves a term of three
years. The Synod of Ohio elects
a final

military

Three Campus Returned Veterans-T- ell
Stories to Voice Reporter
ficer" was waiting here for him.
He left college and Lois in Dc
cember 1943, and spent his 21
months of service stationed in this
country, or, as he says, "fighting
the battle of Louisiana and Texas."
Roger is also a 3rd Section, man
(we feel that someone owes us for
all these advertisements) and his
hometown is Chicago, 111.
I'm sure that we all will be
more than glad to welcome Woos'
ter's fighting men back home and
that the college and its students
will be able to live up to the ma'
tured viewpoints and ideals of
these men who have and will in
the future return to us.

KATHY BAUN
Three additions to the B.M.O.C.
list are seniors Katherman, Ken'
dall, and Richards. These are all
former Wooster men who have returned to scrape up those few
credits toward their dc
By

re-maini-

ng

grees.

Jerry Katherman is already well'
known even to the lowliest fresh'
man by virtue of his recent election to the office of President of
the senior class. And of course we
aren't very glad to have him back
in the football lineup! Part of his
twenty 'two months away from
At its first meeting, the Math Wooster was spent in the Army,
Club elected officers. They are: and after his medical discharge he
Dick Graham," president; Lorraine entered the Merchant Marine Ca'
Co-ed- s
Duckworth, vice president; and det Corps. He was overseas for 11
England,
months
in
France,
serving
Mary Ellen Baker, secretarytreas-urerItaly and Sicily. Jerry's hometown
"You can't be philosophers on is Columbus, O. Here in Wooster
s
will present a
Wooster
empty stomachs" is the theory of he lives in . . . well, he'd like to
the philosophy club, which Bath know, too. It seems that there's a variety show on Saturday, Nov. 10
ered at Babcock Sunday night for housing shortage! He belongs to at Crile General Hospital in Cleve'
supper. In addition to the food the 5th Section, (ah, at last, their name land. There are about 20 women
who have been chosen to present
chief attraction of the evening was in print!)
fan entertainment program for the
Bob Kendall regretfully
a talk by Dr. Robert S. Hartman
on Intellectual Adventures , fol Wooster for the Army in the wounded veterans there.
Heading the hospital project is
spring of 1943 and says in very
lowed by an hour of discussion.
Annelu
Hutson, a sophomore from
convincing
he
is
that
tones
ex'
The long'delayed Clericus picnic
Palm
Beach, Fla., who is
West
be
back.
glad
tremely
(Not that
to
is coming at last! .Members are
president
the
college Red Cross
of
he
the
Army,
like
didn't
of course
asked to meet at three o'clock Sun
She
says,
unit.
"We're all very
perish the thought!) He was
d
day afternoon at Babcock from
excited
also very sur'
about
and
it
in England as a B47 bom'
there to procede to Dr. Anderson's
farm. Everyone interested in re bardier with the 8th Air Force and prised that we ve gotten the call so
it it is a big success m
ligious work is invited to this and he brushes off his missions over soon
November,
we are pretty sure of a
and
his
Germany
northern
Air
all Clericus meetmgs.
'
when a larger
return
"Rou-tine
engagement
International Relations Club Medal with the comment,
go".
She
group
can
promises that
stuff". That's one word for it,
met yesterday at which time new
during
the year, most of the talmembers were initiated. The next we suppose. Bob belongs to 3rd
meeting will fre held Wednesday, Section, his Wooster address is ent of. campus will be used in a
Nov. 7 in lower Babcock at 7:00 Kenarden 7, and his home is in Red Cross show at either Crile or
Fletcher Hospital in Cambridge.
P.M. Discussion on The United Rushville, Ind.
The college troupe will include
Roger Richards had a special
Nations' Charter will be led by
Eberling, Penny Carnahan,
Jean
Peg Ackerman. Kenneth Hall was reason for his return to Wooster,
Cynthia
Cole, Julia Steiner, Bar'
as his "favorite commanding of'
(Continued on Pag 4)
bara Massey, Bette Cleaveland,
Livy DePastina,- Muriel Mulac,
49ers Slake Oul 7o osier Claims
Helen Heitmann, Rose Kesel, Bar;
bara Bogart, Jackie Morris, Dor'
By Julia Owen
othy Penman. Joanne Bender, Jan?
Our freshmen seem to be quite an amazing bunch according to the et Jensen, Jane Stroh, Kay Deen,
stack of statistics I waded through the other night. 139 hail from Janet Johnson, Joan Dillon, Betsy
Ohio, 44 from New York, and 39 from Pennsylvania. The rest McMiIlen, Mary Baker, Jane Rich
present an interesting mixture from 21 other states plus Iran, England, ardson, Pat Penn, and Annelu Hut
Czechoslavokia, Hawaii, and India. Naturally half of them are Pres' son.
byterians but twenty other churches have trusted their flocks to Woos'
Rehearsals started yesterday, said
ter's watchful eye.
Jeanne Washabaugh, chairman of
-- For these
284 eager little beavers, teaching, medicine, engineering, the Red Cross entertainment com'
.4
mittee. Directing the production
music, and social work are the
duction coordination.
major fields of their probable voca'
will be Charlotte Forsberg. Trans
These frosh are the proud prodi'
tions, but everything from forestry
portation to and from the hospital
of some 220 high schools with will be
to government service is included, gees
furnished by the Wooster
graduating classes ranging from 9
too. Did you ever stop to think
Red Cross unit
that ten years from now you may to 813. Their recently read litera'
It will not be a script show but
be reading in the papers about ture covers, J 50 odd books, some a talent revue, featuring a vocal
light, some heavy. They like
trio, soloists, a violin duet, modern
"James Colaneri, the new state's
Benchley's humor, Du Maurier's
dance, orchestra selections,
attorney . . .", "Dr. Weldon Kerr,
and
the famous diagnostician . . .", mystery, Halliburton's adventure novelty dances, including a special
"Marilyn Fry, celebrated journal' and everything from Why Worn arrangement of "The Surrey with
Cry to The Apostle.
the Fringe, on Top".
ist . . ."'or "Miss Bornitz of Met en
I've tried, believe me, but
fame . . ." and you can look back
This will not be a script show
and say, "I knew them when they haven t got enough statistics to but a talent revue, featuring a tno,
give you their favorite dishes and
were freshmen at Wooster."
vocal selections, modern dance, and
It's not so surprising though pet aversions or how many 'faint novelty acts. Plans are being made
when you know that one or both at the sight of blood, but if we get to have an
orchestra for the
hard enough up for news you
parents of 145 of them have been
trip
college graduates and that their ad' might and out yet.
Annelu has had much experience
vice comes from dads who deliver
in organizing service men's shows
the1' goods in 9fajftZZZZZzpi'
No Voicing; Week;
for tampsSidirriials after two
tions all the way from linen im'
years work at Mornson Field, Fla.
Next Issue Nov. 8th.
porting and customs work to pre
in the office of special services. .

Wooster
Entertain Vets
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Civilian Hen

Will-Re-

Coward's Farce
Opens Woosfer
Drama Season

turn

lo Kenarden

7hen Navy Leaves

one-thir-

the new trustees from nominations
furnished by the. Board.
Although originally scheduled
for the week-en- d
of Oct. 19, the
arrangements for Home'coming delayed the trustees' meeting until
this week.
The Wooster study plan is receiving considerable attention from
educators all over the United
States. The sabbatical leave program adopted last year and already
in effect was featured in the Tiew
Tor Times on Oct 11.

W. MOORE
As the first of the Little Thea'
tre's three annual performances,
"Blithe Spirit" has set a high stand'
ard. If the other two approach this
level of achievement, Wooster aud'
iences may indeed look forward to
a truly worthwhile season
By FREDERICK

Something new will be added to
Kenarden Lodge in February. For
the; first time in three years, bell'
bottom trousers will give way to
striped socks and dotted ties. The
Navy is to release the building on
Feb. 7, and the college will recon'
vert it to a dormitory for civilian
men shortly afterward.
Several veterans are on the list
and present
to enter at mid-tertrends indicate that there will be
many more. With the exception of
the few men now occupying the
two sections restored to the college
in September, . Kenarden is to be
used by these new students rather
than by those already situated.
There are no plans at present for
vacating any of the smaller men's
m,

houses,

"Kenarden Lodge will undoubt'
edly not be redecorated this year,"
said Racky Young. New furniture
is still unobtainable.
.

Aside from taking care of single
t
.4
there is the problem made
immediate by the war's end of
housing married students. In a last
minute scurry accommodations have
been found for the families of all
but one of the present married vet- . .
erans. rrM
mere are letters arnving
regularly at the Office of Admis
sions inquiring about such accom
modations, and it is the hope of
Dean Young to be able to reply to
their questions with a positive an
swer in the near future.
men,- -

4 4

.

4

4

Since January 1943, Kenarden
Lodge has been occupied by mem'
bers of the naval unit. Civilian men
students have been housed atJLiv
ingstone Lodge, Campus odge,
and pnvate homes on campus.
They have eaten in Holden, Bab'
cock and Hoover dining rooms.

The plot, which even Noel
Coward, the author, calls improb'
able, concerns itself with the ming'
ling of blase, studied sophistication
and ethereal manifestations. Char' Woosler
les Condomine, played to re
strained perfection by Bruce Strait, To Berea Tomorrow
finds himself i n v.o 1 ye d with a
ghostly as well as living wife, the
Prewar Wooster is quickly re
former having been conjured up at turning and is bringing with it the
a seance.
.
Migration Day. A large number
Presiding over the seance, which of students is expected to follow the
Mr. Condomine had requested for team to Baldwin Wallace tomorthe purpose of obtaining first hand row.
information' for an impending book,
Our first migration is to Berea,
was Madame Arcati. Cary March Friday to witness the Baldwin
as the eccentnc, bicycling clair Wallace - Wooster game. There
voyant handled a hard role with will be about 250 passengers in the
finesse and perpetual spirit. Not seven buses.
once did she step out of character
Dinner on Friday will be served
Or make an un' Arcatic gesture. The at 5 o'clock and the buses will leave
seance scene in which she calls at 6 o'clock p.m. from Holden Hall.
upon Daphne as a record softly Buses will return to Wooster at 12.
plays "Always" in the background, Special permissions have been
was especially effective. Simultan granted by Miss Guille, dean of
eously it sends chills up your spine women.
and laughter from your lips
a
Tickets are 60c and are being
truly dramatic paradox.
sold at the gym. Bus fare is $1
Kathy Wonder did an outstand round trip.
ing job as the mundane sophisticate,
Special cheering sections have
the present Mrs. Condomine. Her been set aside and the tartan-cla- d
cryptic remarks were well executed band will play at the half.
and extremely well placed. Al
though the beginning of the first
There will be a memorial
act dragged a little, the witty dia
service for John Chidester this
logue and excellent acting which
Sunday at 4 o'clock in the
followed compeH&ited for this
chapel. All John's friends are
Bruce and Kathy became for the
invited to attend.
evening, a worldly, modern couple.

Iligrales

.

Slavemasters Put Away Whips a! Midnight !!!
Hell Week ends today for more than 140 sophomore women who
are being pledged to membership in the ten campus social clubs.
Clad in a motley array of pigtails, peanuts, black stockings, and
wearing no makeup, the girls began their hazing Wednesday morning.
In addition to performing the usual slave jobs for their upperclass
"masters", the sophomore pledges presented skits in the Shack and
Union today.
Informal initiations will climax the two-dahazing period and
withm a week, the new members
Arrows
will be formally welcomed into club
Helen Agricola, Mazie Black'
membership.
General opinion among sopho' well, Pat Coleman, Evelyn Fisher,
more women as well as upperclass Carolyn Geiser, Janet Palmer,
women shows that the new rush Dorothy Radford, Suzanne Twine
system begun this year has proved ham, Majorie Munnell.
y

very satisfactory. It was started in
answer to the agitation to either
abolish social clubs or revise the
rushing method. This year, a series
of open club teas were held on
Oct 14 instead of separate club
rush parties. Women turned in
their preference lists last week as
did the social clubs. They were
matched and bids went out Thurs'

Phillips, Mary Weygandt.
Echoes
Ferver,
Jeanne
Norma Jean
North, Naomi Tatch, Florence
Zuppas, Janet Haddow.

Imps
Betsy Cowles, Eileen Engels, Barbara Hampe, Janet Johnson, Jean
Malkin, Betty Mae Myers, Mariana Paull, Leila .Robinson, Joan
Rumpf, Jane Sedgwick, Julia
Steiner, Marilyn Overholt, Charlotte Forsberg, Frances JiUson,
Ger-aldineRi-

ce.

Jinx
Darts
Muriel Brooks, Ann Dorfman,
Anna Lou Watts, Florence Fol' Betty Knauss, Eleanor
LaTourette,
lis, Barbara Bo wen, Margaret
Mary Lee Phipps, Ruth Lautzen-heise- r,

Hagen, Beryl Stewart, Phyllis Thu-mJeanne Fisher.
Dozier Hornbeak, Vesta Ry
Peanuts
der, Molly Brown, Phyllis Oliver,
Elizabeth
M
Baker, Cynthia
Mary Anne McBride, Pat Powell.
Cole, Kathleen FraveL SahV Goeh-Dominoes
kr, Barbara Hart, Jean Hodgson,
Kathryn Baden, Joan Bailey,
Horn, Nancy Jones, Betty
Jean
Dorothy Dayton, Dorothy Den- Lawrence, Janet Miller, Jackie
day.ewfofirrr
M'marr, Sylvia Dunaway, LditttlDcr
worris,
t
The following women are the niv Barbara "erlocker, Marian Joyce Patricia PtnrCJean
Staler, Anna
new club pledges:
, j , ....u.wv.H
on
4)
UJvr.v
a,

.

vv-onu- nuta

rg
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thing "if the rest of the world' is going to hell.
Logically followed, our arming to the teeth will result in
the same thing all through the world. People will become afraid
and fear distorts vision. Instead of trust, the basis of cooperation,
there will be suspicion. There will ultimately be war.
Last month, the United Tations Charter was ratified, lpw
what is it going to prove? Here are the raw materials and the
tools with which to build a real union of nations. We cooperated
we can cooperate in peace. So far," theft have been
in war
bicerings and rumors and lies; at no time an honest presentation
of the facts. It's our lead. In the last war, we let the world down
when we flounced pettishly from the League of Tuitions. This time,
we're playing for eeps, and we're setting a beautiful example of
19th century sovereignty as we plan our post-wa- r
security.
If the United States would put as much energy to creating
WORLD security as it did toward creating the atom bomb, we
might not have to consider national armies. But instead, some
myopic government leaders stubbornly refuse to see what an
anachronism it is to insure peace with guns.
the boy m the army
One year
ofj military training0 will place
r
a
as soon as he graduates from high school. A year later, he may
have been diverted hpm his plan for future education. Guns and.
regimentation will mave left their subtle mar on this boy who is
a little less an individual and a Utile more the machine of the
state. It is possible that such compulsory training will in time
create an American prototype of the Hitler Jugend as well as a
national psychology of militarism and 'distorted nationalism. It has
been historically inevitable.

Dragon's Tooth in Washington
In Washington, dragons teeth are being sown for World

War III. President Truman urged Congress on Tuesday to "safe'

guard Americas future" by speedy passage of legislation calling
18 and 20
. for the universal military training of all youths between
call
six
years.
for
years 0 age. They would be subject to
thinking.
In a world where
This is an example of
what security
people,
millions
of
one atomic bomb can wipe out
school boy army?
do we have in a
One year of compulsory military training for every eligible
youth is the Truman motto. All right. Tae one year out of a
boys life and put him into uniform, teach him how to shoot a gun
and drill. A year later, he's well prepared to go out and fight
he's as obsolete as a heavy battleship. Time
World War I
advances. In the name of security, men
science
marches on and
will go on inventing new ways to ill other men and it will be
for these young soldiers to eep up. Why?
T
The answer' says the President of the United States, is to
safeguard Americas future. But to turn America into an arsenal
we must attac it at
is a superficial approach to the problem
.
a
its source.
Why would we be insecure and against whom must we
protect ourselves? We are the only nation in the world now able to
mae war. Other countries turn to us to lead the march of inter'
nationalism. One lesson this war should have taught us is that this
IS one world and the security of one puny state doesn't mean a
pre-atom-

ic

half-traine- d
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Our Students Have Tender Voices
"It's a bright crisp sunshiny autumn day. The crowds are hurry

-

.

CGD5IESDONAL
MMIENI

If this bill basses, we will be surelv turning our faces toward
tyranny and militarism and eventually, World War III. Let us
suppose that some nation gets strong enough and mad enough to
attac us. Ho military strategist will argue that a' mass of high
school boys with one year of training will be very efficient to de
fend our security. A smaller, more mobile, and highly trained
force would certainly be more practical. These men would be
professional soldiers, they'd be in the army because they wanted
toy not because they were ; snatched there out of high school.

After seeing the course of history, it maes you panicy as
you watch this nation following the same blind road. It's blind
because we're scared and we're scared because we don't under'
that's fine, but we don't really
stand anybody else. Brotherhood
live by that. If as much effort was put to learning about what the
'
average Russian thins, as to learning the anatomy of a Garand
rifle, there wouldn't be so much insecurity among nations.
Security means a lot to all of us, naturally. But we're not
we now that we're not living in the pre
idding ourselves
atomic age anymore and that you can't solve problems with sov
ereisn riehts, trade barriers, or large national armies. Tou see your- friends get filled in the war. Then you see men tae this broken
"world and'stariio putTit together in the' same' old way 'and you'
get mad. Tou wonder if we've learned anything, after all.
The bill proposing compulsory military training concerns
every one of you. The future is yours and if this bill passes, it'll
be your fault as much as Congress. So write to your Congressman
as his help in preventing World War III.
J.W.

Letters To
The Editor

Party Lines

'

By Cornie

. . . Oooh, my head! Its splitting
Dear Editor:
If any of us have had illusions And drowned the people in chilly
the ihhearnnre nf the team. Faces are
it keeps
. it's getting bigger
In behalf of the Alumni Associa'
W Tl
r
death. Heil.
world,
cifrviil ic crimen fnr the lirh off
. and so starts another about the beautiful post-waringing . . . oon, misery. Why did
events since the end of the war (An article in the national presses I ever go to that section reunion tion I want to thank most sincere- exciting afternoon of football." UTiPOTE: BILL STERHAnnounced how Adolph had
"1U
"
at Home'coming? And why doesn't ly all students who assisted in mak'
.11
But not at Wooster. The crowds are there, of course. (Those who
negotiated
someone answer that blasted phone ing the Homecoming an outstand'
to
give
some idea of With the Japanese
attempt
you
or else throw it out the window? ing success. Everyone seemed to
.
cepvons inc wcawr
i
For shelter from the Wrath:
Anything to stop that infernal
puysawnuy
realize that this was a special oc
account of a democratic revolt Did you see that article?)
an
yeh?
clangingOoohouwin
u
wu
u
w
cm
w
conaescenamu,
even
y
t
on.
tne
Tor
tcc
utiuit
kjck.
rick ojj,
jor
tion:' Bob Forsben?o makes a rnlea for UI, Alfalfaand Omega;
1
oh, its you, dear. Hell- o- easionras indeed it was for- many
Huh
,
be
the
then
game
w
o
n
From
lethargy.
game-Jongame-vutheir
,6
receding
into
nuT.
ig tmo mar
minimum wage law
Tucker Rabble-rouseno, it isn t a lovely morning and I alumni who had not been back
comes to most people several hours oj conversation munenvng oj no,
q
a
ironic
verse
feel lousy. I'm not moving from since the war began.
dpgs. and complaining of the cold Those souls who do venture to
Speak:
Pembroke)
and
this club room for the rest of the
u
. r
..
KAvn.vi
11 their nearIs rhlt
' some 'Make room for me in Japanzee
ni a persist
in miimh
game
pay attention to the
The dormitory and campus dec
week. Tell the boss anything you
,
,
.
,
n.
woma navcpiay
p
that isnt tne way
f
Landzee!
like. No, dear
no, absolutely orations were notable and many
the yield tiptoe around so as not to disturb the spectators (!), while
Eva Braun and me, Yer
For
NOT! I have to go to B-on comments were heard from visitors
tfi? AAivntless cheerleaders heeb iumbinz ub and down trying to call
Excellency,
I who appreciated the spirit which
and
business,
Friday
night
on
Venezuela Tries Revolution
forth some spirit. Along about the end of the third quarter the mob
Mein Emperor Most High!
Now
make
couldn't
possibly
it.
na so enas
Another revolution in this cen' Heil Hitler! And I'll
got to get that seat at the bnaci, ya fnow.
vacates
they revealed. All of the events on
dear,
MIGRATION
you
know
tury o f revolutions has been Board a submarine and my salty
the football game at dear old Wooster.
DAY has absolutely nothing to do the program were greatly enjoyed
And why? Where is the thing called spirit? Quite obviously, you chalked up on the scoreboard. This
submariners
by the great throng which re'
with it.; No, dear . . . yes, dear
say, it is in the same dar closet with the winning teams of bygone years, time it is Venezuela, with her val' Will heil me through gray oceans!
NO!!! you know I don't like Sat' turned, excepting, of course, the
Granted we haven't got the best football team this college has ever uable oil deposits, which claims Ja! Und ve vill make der Peace,
urday
night spreads even one in outcome of. the football game, And
"
seen, we still don't have the worst. There isn't a, fellow on the team our attentionr But,- unlike many Mein Divine, mein
102 Hotel Hoover. Now
Room
who' isn't giving his utmost to play the game to the best of his juntas, this time perhaps a South You little untrustworthy
that 'isn't any disparagement of a
please, dear, I smell the stew burn
American
has
merely
be
country
so
not
has
to
his
grown
half'
shame
support
that
abilities. What a
Emperor.
ing and you'd better run along and gallant squad.
hearted! After all, football is football, something to be enjoyed Jor exenangea one set ot dictators tor Ja! Und when you have conquered turn it off. Besides, my head aches.
The Wooster Scots have had a
itself, not for the end results, and, without becoming sentimental, another . . . The seven man junta,
America,
I
You
dear.
all
right.
oh,
No,
great tradition of winning athletic
there is a certain amount of loyalty which one owes to any group led by Romulo Bettancourt, seems Then you must hell-- me
I guess. You said Holden Hall?
win,
m
De
w
complete ascendancy in To subdue these Europeans! Ja!!'1
'teams. Alumni who were here Sat'
which represents him.
PARTY?
HALLOWE'EN
Medina
Venezuela
-what
Yet
this
of
word
deserve
boint.
rheerlenAers
braise
at
a
rhe
Heil Heilf Hell.
R.T.
Wednesday night? Yes, dear, I'll Urday know that they must work
his
and
cabinet
having
surrendered
with
they
'recent
came
game
forth
is praise without support? At the,
The next time you hear some' go. They won't recognize me in a constructively for the recruitment
several new cheers, but what happened? Instead of complaints about to the Democratic Action Party one griping about union demands mask anyway. Is that all, dear? of boys in the future if that tradi'
the "same old cheers", the tune was changed to "oh, we don't now which Bettancourt heads. Medina's for increased wages, or see some Yes, I'm feeling better already
tion is to be kept alive. Let's back
any' of those." What fcmd of mentalities do we have, if we can't loyalist forces have been beaten in upper middle class college student Now
See
dear.
night,
good
you
Caracas
along
his
with
communist
the coaching staff who are "carry
learn them' And moreover, our lungs aren't so wea that we can't
swelling with pride at the Ameri- soon. Aah now back to bed ooh,
supporters.
.
lose.
yell them, win or
can high standard of living, "just my back mmmm
that's better. ing on" this tradition which is
Even if we had a winning team this year it is quite probable mat
xhe situation was deeply un- - tap him or her on the shoulder and Zzk (CRASH!!) What thk -- Coach Bole's great gift to us.
the response given it would be just as poor. The present college gener' settled when Gen. Topez Henri- - reveal this fact:
Now who's making all that con
John D. McKee,
attitude which. maes que2) head of Medina'sforces in
ation has developed a sophisticated, above-it-afounded racket out there? Of all
live
the
bare
minimum
To
oh
Director, Alumni Relations
e
Andros and Tachiran dis- - "WPA Emergency Budget"
itself evident not only at the football games, but in many of the
CLUB INITIA
(for the nerve oh
the
class
activities,
be
campus
whether
it
other features of
tricts near the Andes, threatened a family of foui- with
(Continued on Page 4)
life
provision TIONS, huh?? That's the last
election svstem, or the following through of current gripes. People to fieht for Medina's reinstatement. or only 16 a month for
rent and straw. I absolutely refuse to move
seem afraid to show the slightest bit of enthusiasm. What a contrast But he agreed to suppbrt the .junta, .7 cents oer oerson oer meal) a for the next ten years!! Ooh my
Petitions for the freshman class
7
to the average high school attitude.' LJ this change is a way oj ais- and was followed shortly by a
amily would have to have a wage achin ba'ack!!
officers
are available today. Forty
the fact that we are now college students we are most ifa nromise from Gen. Prato. chief earner make at least S7lA
cents
five names are required to make the
certainly barring up the wrong tree. Apathy is purely sophomoric and 0f operations in the rich Maracaibo an hour, 40 hours a week, 50
be in his ofwill
Bates
Mr.
petition of nomination valid. .Prim-ar- y
discriminate
which
attitudes
and
oil fields in western Venezuela. weeks a year, loday a majority
immature. There are other factors
fice for interviews Tuesday
elections will be held on Oct.
advantages of a college education.
Thus by Sunday evening the new of American
much more clearly the
60
and
until
Thursday
mornings
31
the Senate Room. Finals will
in
1
It is high time some of us were getting wise to ourselves. hose government of Bettancourt and the of them!
less than that
afget
and
Wednesday
noon
on
place
take
on Friday, Nov. 2. All
who have most berfectlv acauired this lackadaisical attitude are the Democratic Action Partv were in
of
Research,
(Dept.
CIO).
from
2:00
4:30.
ternoon
to
freshmen are urged to vote!
very ones who haren bac to the "good old days" when things were firm control, after a three-da- y
(Continued on Page 3)
A,.
A
A
aiiAA
normal . Tales of days when dates piled the parlors, teams lea tne struggle.
up
as
thrown
are
calendar
leagues, and social events crowded the
Despite the bloodshed, the
the reasons for the present hc of spirit. And yet these same suits c the revolution seem
e
BJ-Dare y encouragingf Bettancourt im- who gripe about all that is lacking in the present set-u- p
too blind to realize that they are passing up me junoamcTimw u we mediately announced that a
y
"And the worm turns!" Yes, freshmen, you may laugh in ghoulish Ole King Cole".. was a NICE
.1
features they are bewailing. A well rounded social life with stitutional assembly would be con-tru- e glee for
song . . . tne little ditty roor
your tormentors, the sophomores, have taken their medicine
cause for college spirit is never handed to anyone all wrapped venecj and that free nationai eiec.
Woman which Flosi Mason will
but good. Bet you can hardly wait till next year!
up in cellophane and red ribbon. It must be created and the creation tions
all parties represented
.1 .
r
l lnas
Retreads: Ah, what a hay day for Mr. McKee! Many, many alumni render at the slightest provocation.
owy
meaning jor me creawn.
would be held soon. In addition,
week-en- d
and You simply must hear it . . . The
tradition is being revived
Tomorrow another pre-wa- r
foreign oil concessions
granted from many, many classes swarmed over the campus last
natch we can't print all their names but we,'ll do our best with the sweet, sweet picture on page 109
r
Wooster spmt
"Migration Da. Let's revive a little of the
class of '45 returned practically en masse what of the beginning psych book. Don't
and really show the team we're behind them. Tou can be sure the wju
a matter of most recent ones. The
respected
it-- a
. . Pat Penn and that
Peaches Burlingham, Mouse Morse, Jean Ann Pierce, Shirley miss
teamietJBWAnow they are there: Can the same be said for us?
t importance to the Unked with
hat. Ah fireman! save
and
raincoat
and muchos, muchos.
S.Wt States. Finally, a policy 01 social Parker-R.uthreform with moderate aims and Farther back there were Janie McDonald,. Ella Mae RowMargaret ing tennis . . . All Diggs singing
and
respecting private rights has been Lucy Reid, ad infinitum. Among those who tried to stay away
In 1366" . . . Kathy Wonder
promised by the provisional pres couldn t were Ben McDonald, Mary Eleanor weisgerber, Barb Eicher, blowing bubbles in Holden parlor
Fran Treiber, and Portia Robin
ident.
. the Leaman girls and their ex- hard to get all the spelling and
ESTABLISHED 1883
son. Good to be back, huh!
Perhaps this is a preview of
the little
s tremely sending song
Official Student Publication of The College of Woorter
wish . . . those Hoover girls grammar corrected while the print-erWe
things
who
entered
come
Latin
America
Dr.
to
casually
periodi
in
vacation
dorg
year
eicept
Published weekly during tchool
set up. Ah, weell. Patience is
would say something new. Any
purely
perhaps
national
is
Interp
class,
a
down,
and
it
mat
sat
Leans
$1.50 per year
Subscription Price
a virtue.we
Were wise
ter
but it provides one bright thing but,
Phone 898-Room lf,,Kaulte Hall
Editorial Office!
Congrats: To the new lollypop proceeded to go to sleep. Suddenly
Free plug, Louie , . .
Hiderize."
spot in a picture shaded by Argerv
Printed by The Collier Printing Co., Wootter, Ohio
and cigar couples, namely Johnny just as Duncan was being mup
tinian gloom. Indeed, a good rev Bonehead would stop yowling dur Compton and California Cheadle, dered the mongrel let out a hor'
Distributor of Collety" Press
Member of Associated Collegiate Press
ing colors . . . there d be more an'
rible howl. Poor Shakespeare just
olution is hard to find. R.C.
matter in the Post Office of Wooster. Ohio
Entered as
thems and more sermons like last and Emmy Bassinger and Will Lu doesn't have a chance at Woes'
dish
which
"Vengeance
is
Inc.,
a
Service,
must
Advertising
by
National
Represented for National Advertising
Sunday . . . there were more cars cas, (her serenade was reajly send ter. '
420 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
be taen cold.
on campus like Bill John's . .' . ing!) . . . To Douglass for the
Paul Joseph Goebbels everyday could be like last Sat' Homecoming decorations
Editor
TEANNE WASHABAUGH ...
To
We like: The Mignonne Addis-Bo- b
Manager
Business
box.
Curry combination. That goes
--ELIZABETH BURKET
Humaneurope,
urday . . . we had a man like the Senate for the suggestion
the
Cyn
Cole and Duke Hull too
working
which
really
for
To
is
Norma Bircher's or Betty Tal'
Associate Editor Bitter Humaneurope,
.
Sally Wade
the
old
and
their
cheer
leaders
.
.
very chic way Nancy
and
Editor
new
.
Sport
What will you eat this winter
bott's or Ruth Swan's all of whom
Art Freehafer
reacure cuiwr
old
has
been wearing her
Poe
Campbell
cheers
Rose Kesel
To
and
new
t?
have been visiting their women
h,
Managing Editor i -n
Peggy Ackerman
.i
.i
ts
who
really
lately
and
hair
on
Tucker
are
. . . Shirley Garl's
lately . . . we hadn't had to say thig
Maif.iin Pifor wnerenowxne uemoscnenesean
Dorothy Vaugh
jewelry all of it . . . Liwy
goodbye to George Steele now of the ball with their Directory .
Copy Editor
clatter,
Jeaa Eberling
Assistant Sports Editors Once reverberant in the Alps
the United States Army . . . we'd To the cast and crew of "Blithe DePastina's shrewd black hat . . .
ordan Miller, Dave Pfleiderer
vemg
illian Kesel
been able to .say hello much' much Spirit" who did an extra swell Bunny Eberling's smile and spirit
snarling m
And
Vkl
in the
nana
onaiiui
ui halls
'Assistant Advertisin Editor
Betty Guinther . -arcuUtionmManag
Whi& knew Goethe and Kant . sooner to Johnny McConnell who job .. . . To the band for their when she's leading cheers they're
CrauxU Simmonds
is back for a while
we knew hours of practice which produced always there . . . Marge Phillip's
Auditor And were not strangers to Christ?
Shirley Smith
a very desirable effect .. . . To gray plaid pleated skirt
....
.. Faculty Adviser The people listened and listened.
.
more about the faculty play
Art Murray
. . . the
that Cornelia Lybarger would get everybody for a wonderful Home way Ed Powers looks
Sleep? bleep, Mas Hitler hath
5tf Aswm's- f-j Jean Scott. Betty, 'Ann Baker, Edith Bender, Joyce Jarman.
at Mary
mng
nerrofcCI3zsuess you.4;
.
i :i.nn Khnrartc. iwiv nnencer. rroov Auermm. jane ocoewick. tckkt
u. mi
. '. . jKacK-s-w.iidtttouaKer
oops Ionic cause there s
We nearly died laughing at:
Paul. Marion Stemme. Btrvl Stewart. Mim Alden, RiU McColl, Alice Heil Hitler! Heil!
moronic
Hm. Mrv
Rodgers, Betsy McMillan, Myron Bellinger, Nancy Jones, Jean Horn, Janet Miller.
no base and it certainly ends with Dave Blackshear trying to convince toast . . . the Warsaw Concerto
That shout is the thunder which
Irr OnthmL. Ruth Row. Lit Webster. Lois Cornell. Jean Doll.
a frieze!) in time. It's terribly everybody at the sing Sunday that
(Continued on Page 3)
broke the locked snows'
Summers, Joyce Shaw, Marilyn Cordray, Arline Malacbek.
Noe,

ing towards the stadium; the band provides the proper atmosphere as
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SEES SCOTS LOSE

The Wooster Scots lost to the Capital was forced to kick after
By Anne Ferguson
CaDital eleven 28 to 0 in the being held for 2 more downs. Car
ARCHERY
game last - Saturday. ry pulled a quick, kick that placed
Mon. and Wed. 4:30-5:3There 'were more" than a fewtheball togetherpthe offense lost It was the first
time Wooster had the ball on the Capital 30 yard
football fans who were disappoint- most of its perfection and snap played the Capital team and it was
line for a 49 yard boot. Lynn drove DANCING
Mon., Tues. and Thurs., 5 :30.
ed and disinterested last Saturday Earp and Hutton receives injuries a tar better game than was prein the game also. This was the
for 9 yards when Klopfer took the
dicted.
when Capital Universty defeated
GOLF
main reason why the Wooster ofball
ran to the Wooster 14
Tues. and Thurs. 4:30-5:3the Scots by a 28-- 0 score. They fense fell through. There really
The outweighed and inexoe- - yard and
line.
Sutton
the
over
on
went
were not only disappointed because isn't much to be done about win- rienced Wooster team fought to a
HOCKEY
14-loss when Coach Swisart out next play to give Capital a 6 to 0
football
ning
ofa
when
game
the
Tues. and Wed. 4:30-5:3it was a home'coming crowd which
fense is failing. Without their de- in some of the boys who haven't lead. Kange kicked the extra point
they wanted to be impressed, but
pended upon backfield men the had a chance to play this year. We to make it 7 to 0. Capital drove SWIMMING
Mon. and Wed.
d
P.M.
because it was a game which
Scots finished the game and 'don't are certainly glad that Johnny did across to paydirt after a 70 yard
Sat,
march.
After
exchange
morning
11:
of
1:45.
an
154
of very poor football play think they were not trying their this even if it cost the Scots two
downs the quarter came to a close
TENNIS
ing. It had a very bad impression best. They realized it was home- touchdowns.
with Capital in possession of the
good
game
Sat. morning 10:30-11:3a
It
was
and
coming
they
their
were
putting
on this sports writer. It made him
ball.
all toward winning that game, and all the way and "was witnessed by
The W.A.A. is hoping to have
look pretty poor when the Woos-te- r
the largest crowd Wooster has had
In the second quarter Lvnn in a Play Day with Denison on Nov.
it was a hard one to lose.
Scots put on such an exhibition
tercepted a pass from Hutton. 10. The plans are all very tentative
in the past few years.
In the game with Baldwin-Wallac- e
after article, concerning the
The game opened wth Braun Klopfer then drove for a first down as yet. but the proposed schedule
Friday night the line will
on
of the Wooster foot'
schweig of Capital kicking the ball and Sutton ran the ball from the would include hockey, tennis,
probably remain the same. As for
line where Wooster 26 to the 5. Klopfer archery, and swimming so start
ball team, had appeared in this the backfield, it looks as if Mich-le- to the Wooster
was
received
by riutton and re gained IVj yards then drove across practicing so we can have a good
corner of the sport page last week.
the old standby, Panarese, Ed- it
the
turned to
Wooster 27. After for a touchdown. Kiether kicked showing. Next week President Low- It was quite a let down to say the en, Prymmer, and Carey will see Bents and Foxen carried the ball the extra point to make it 14 to 0. ry will talk
to the W.A.A. board
least. Well, the game with Capital quite a lot of action. Remember to the Wooster 30 Hutton kicked A penalty on the kickoff made on the matter of getting a gym for
sport fans, what happened against
has been played and lost, and there B-out of bounds on thef Capital 41. Capital kick overfrom the 40. girls only. Keep your fingers
last year. A very heavily
Capital drove for a first down and Hutton received the ball and ran it crossed and hope for the best.
is nothing that can be done about favored B-team came to Woos- then fumbled and
Wing recovered to the 28. Hutton oassed to Carrv
bwimming club will be starting
it, but benefit by the past experi' ter, expecting to walk all over the
for Wooster. Wooster was held who picked up 13 yards. Tarquin- - the Marathon soon so put on your
ences. The fans at the football game Scots. That team went back to for 4 downs and Capital took over io, Ahren and tden came into the water wings and
start splashing
were irate and disappointed, some Cleveland with a tie. Do not think on the Wooster 41," Klopfer picked game at this time. After being held around. Yes, this is Hell Week and
that, that game was poorly played
up 6 yards when he was tackled by for 3 downs Hutton kicked and we're planning on having" lots of
left before the end, and even this
or 'that
was so
writer was a bit disinterested that they were not any good. The Bentz who was hurt on the play. Capital returned the ball to the the pledges out for sports this week
Wooster 45 yard line Klopter andjhey will be Jorced into itJThe
. However, .before anybodyJets his Scots surprised everyone- ,- a n d
kicked." Wooster "after aTseries "of Tennis Tournament must be finemotions and thoughts get away played a game full of beautiful
downs returned the ball to the ished before Nov. 10 so get busy
and", tackling.
blocking,
running,
the
search
should
he
for
Wooster 49 and Hutton kicked to and play off your matches. Hockey
with him,
One might easily see this' on FriAfter having picked most of the the Capital 23. Prymmer came in Club will meet on Wednesday of
reasons which caused the dilemma
day night.
winners correctly last week, we for Hutton and Baker in for Wine. this week and also on Saturday
Saturday. Everyone knows that the
It has been the policy of this are going to try to do better this After an exchange of downs the morning at 10:30. Dont forget to
game was poorly played, but what
come out for archery, and then of
sports writer to refrain from all time. Since most Ohioans know of hair ended.
else could anyone with sense
kinds of criticism and complaint only one football team we might
In the first half Wooster had lost course there is tennis club Saturday
with the conditions as they and will continue to be his policy. as well start off with the OHIO 32 yards and gained 31 on their at 10:30. There will be lots of sport
were. "What conditions?" some Anything that sounds like criti- STATE and MINNESOTA game. running plays. Hutton kicked off this week and for further details we
cism is purely directed so as to be After the Buckeyes got set back and Derry ran it back to the 35 refer you to the sophomores.
one says; the reason was not
last Saturday, they ought to be yard line. A quick kick by Klopfer
of the loss of the trainees at helpful. Something about the football team has been very bother- up and ready to win this one. In caught Wooster unaware and after Congressional
. .
the beginning of last week, because
some all year. It is a sin which has order not to lose our friendship running the ball for three downs
(Continued from Page 2)
there were other trainees and civil- been, committed most of the season with the Ohio fans we pick them to Wooster took
to the air. Wooster
Right
now Congress is thinking
ians just as good. It was in the on defense by a few linemen. Has win this one. ILLINOIS and again passed and Range interceptabout taking a timid step toward
first quarter that Bentz and Foxen anyone ever seen linemen stand up MICHIGAN are both good teams ed a long pass intended for Rather-macorrecting that situation
it is
and should provide a good contest),
Both teams used a passing
came out of the game with a brok- on defense and raise their arms to
bill
considering
a
349)
(Si
that
beckon his offensive blockers to but one will have to win and we attack and the ball exchanged
en arm and collar bone respective-ly- .
would make the minimum wage for
be
will
think
MICHIGAN.
The
it
take him out of the play? If one
hands 1 1 times when Prymmer
the country 65 cents, to be gradualThat practically shot Wooster s were to ask a coach who knew PITT Panthers didn't do badly at completed 25 yard
n
a
pass to
ly increased to 75 cents in two
offense to pieces, because both were his football, what a lineman should all against the Irish last week so
as the quarter ended.
Before the poor,
years.
good ball players, and much was do on defense, he would say to get we think that they will set TEM
the
last
In
drove
manufacturers
Capital
(who have sufquarter,
PLE back. The NOTRE DAME
expected from them. If you no- underneath the blocker and push
fered
during
the
Derry
18.
the
so
then
war!) start
to
Wooster
him back. The interesting thing boys will not look too good against
ticed, the Scots started the ball
bloody
the
murder,
across
but
think of
play
screaming
went
on
next
about this is that the blocker IOWA but they will be too pow
will
there
really
mean. First
was a horn on the play and what that
game with very good backfield and should
try the same thing on the erful for a weaker Iowa team.
of
all,
will
that
some kids
mean
it
33.
the
ball
was
the
placed
on
second
the
line blocking, followed by good would-b- e tackier.
With NAVY rated as
will
a
little
that
milk,
2
more
get
took
the
ball
Wooster
downs
lat
running.
With substitutes who Profiting by the faults and ex best team in the country next to
housewife
will
some
teeth
her
kick
and
Prymmer
punted.
get
er
His
Army, we couldn't very well have
were not accustomed to working periences that have gone on in the
the nerve to pick PENN to win was blocked and Capital again fixed, that a textile worker in
past, there js no reason why the Don't think that it won't be an drove to the Wooster 20 when Tennessee can buy his first new
Scots can't put up a good fight easy one for NAVY. ARMY with Sutton fumbled and McAlpin re suit in ten years . . . Secondly, it
Reasonable Rates
against B-on Friday night-anall its power and perfection ought Covered for Wooster. Michler then will mean that better paid work
good
have a
time doing it. B-to run wild with DUKE. PUR passed to Prymmer for 30 yards. A ers will buy more milk and bread
will be highly favored but that has DUE looks to us like the Big Ten series of passes failed to make a and meat, more shoes and shirts,
8 12
its advantages as well as its disad champions so that means they will first down for Wooster and Capi more medicine. The country Night
and
Day
" z,'
vantages.
took over. Capital was forced and that means farmers and manu
defeat NORTHWESTERN. tal kick.
Again Wooster took to facturers, as well as workers will
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA to
looks like the winner against the air completing 2 out of 8 pass be better off. There won't be any
WASHINGTON. CALIFORNIA es for 34 yards gained. Wooster new Hitlers offering discontented
will be' too powerful for the boys was deep in Capital territory when workers "better things through
Brownie Block Prints
Norcross Cards
from COLLEGE OF PACIFIC. Mulenburg intercepted. Michler's fascism .
How about telling your Sena
We think that GEORGIA TECH pass. With 2 minutes to play, Sut
Boxed Assortments
will have too much for AUBURN. ton passed to Range who ran across tors (Taft and Huffman, Senate
Distinctive Christmas Note. Paper
HOLY CROSS will probably walk standing up making it 20 to 0. Kelt- - Office Building, Washington, D.
all over COLGATE. NEBRAS ner kicked the extra point. After C.) how you feel about this nun
KA will have a tough time with the kickoff Nies intercepted Mich' lmum wage law . . . A penny
MISSOURI but they will come out ler's pass and on the next play postal card may--, give meat and
in the end with a victory. Eddie Poth went across making it 27 to shoes to some poor kid in High
PUBLIC SQUARE
McKeever and his boys will be able 0. Keltner kicked the point and Point, N. C, or Elwood, Ind.
the game ended.
to celebrate a win with YALE.
The Third French Republic now
By

Art Freehafer
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the storm of internal and interna-- .
tional strife for a long seventy
long, I say, for the French
years
are not noted for theirVpohtical
stability. Growing out of the chaos
created by the German invasion in
1870, the Third Republic fell in
1940 at the hands of the same na
tion.'"11
The French dcodIc have wasted
no time in mourning for its death.
The elections of
Sunday
called for the formation of a con
stituent assembly by an over
wucunuig 4j 10 i vote, nowever,
the most important thins to note
is the change in the political com
plexion oi the country.
French Politics durine the vears
of the Third Republic have been
very complicated, to say the least.
Any number of political parties
fought to obtain control of the
government Not once during this
period did any one political party
have a clear maioritv in the Imivn
of "parliament. Thus coalitions were
the only means of forming a workable government. This trend still
continues, for we. find the emergence of three parties in almost
equal strength in the returns from
the Sunday elections for the constituent assembly. The communists
have cornered the greatest number
of seats, 152, while the Socialists
and P.R.M. (Popular Republican
Movement) each picked up 142
seats. The. Radical socialists, the
most powerful party in the
era. were all - but
eliminated, perhaps because
of
tneir share in the war guilt.
The much talked of swing to
the left, reflected throughout Eur-op- e

5c

-

$1.00

Phone 400

Printed and Engraved Stationery
We service all makes of typewriters

joins the many, political structures
which the French have had since
the 14th of July, 1789, when the
castne was stormed Dy a rans moo.

The recent elections have resigned

it to the rubbish heap of outworn

pre-World-War-

and

vie-tor-

Daze

.

.

.

.

(Continued from Pag 2)

and Hong Kong Blues . . .
which smells deliriously
seductive . . . those truly inspired
IRC initiation stunts last night . . .
the new navy on campus. Hello
fellas . . . the way Mary Wey-ganis typing "my column, and it
only costs 45 cents an hour. Many
thanks!
We've discussed Eenie, and we
have torn apart Meenie, we've
hashed over Minie and there just
isn't any Moe. With that we leave
you to the tender mercies of mid
"quizzes", term papers, discussion groups, AND Alfred! ;
"In-descree-

t"

dt

mid-semest-

er
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shown in the size of the Communist vote. Two things, however,
must be remembered. 1. The
y
was not an unmixed one for
the Communists.
The second
question put before the voters
was in effect a test of the DeGaulle
government. Should it continue in
power during the seven months
required tor the formation of a
new constitution, or should the
assembly proceed to the formation of a new government? De- Gaulle was upheld by a 2 to 1
vote. The communists had urged. .
the formation of a new govern-'- 1
2. All, signs point to a
ment.
coalition of the Socialists and '
P.R.M., a government to the left
of center, but without communist support. The French are not
going to be dictated from Moscow, as many have feared. But on
the other hand they do not wish
to return to t h e policies which
were instrumental in their downfall. If they will forget about playing politics, and earnestly face the
issues at hand, there is much hope
that the Fourth Republic will be
a strong and forward looking nation.
D.S
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Jdrjas Award

CHAPEL

Cap to Douglass

Tuesday Rev. Ross Miller,
g
dorm decoration
Douglass Hall won first prize in the
Springfield, O.
competition last week. The award, a silver cup, was presented to house
president Phyllis Rein by John D. McKee, alumni director, at the Wednesday- - Big Four
Capital'Wooster game. Prizewinner" for men Y dormitories was Livingstone Lodge. The cup was accepted by Bob Hoffman. This is the Thursday Dr. Robert Hartman
third year Livingstone has won the competition so the cup becomes
their permanent possession. Last year, Westminster won in the women's Friday William Alrich,
competition.
Luray, Va.
Tnrlcrpa for the dormitory decorations were Myron Peyton, William
Hail, Jerry Katherman, Miss Sybil Gould, Cary March, Lois Wieland,
and Betty Mae Myers. Pictured is
Douglass nail
the
i. '
decoration. The decorations were
y
judged on the basis of their
and cleverness and how well
they incorporated the ideas of
Home-cominDad's Day, and the

Thursday, October 25, 1945

Six Woosier Alumni

Students Question Compulsory Church

Represent College

Compulsory church
pro and
is
the
theme
of
con
many suggestions put in the Senate box in
Kauke. Bob Forsberg, Senate president, has prepared replies to these
and other suggestions and has
posted them at the box.
A committee has been named to
study the question of abolishing
compulsory attendance at Sunday
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Capital game

'This was the biggest crowd

--

since Pearl Harbor" said John D.
McKee who was in charge of
Wooster's first peace time homecoming. It is estimated that more
than 350 persons returned for the
celebration.
In addition to the football game
Saturday afternoon, the Student
Senate and the .Senior class spondance in
sored the
the gymnasium. Music was by Hal
Nelson and his orchestra. Alumni,
parents, and families were entertained at a tea Saturday afternoon
in Babcock Hall. President Emeritus Charles F. Wishart delivered
sermon Sunday
the
"morning uT Westminster Chapelr
During the half of the Capital-Wooste- r
game, a moment of tribpaid
to the memory of the
was
ute
late Coach Lawrence Boles i n
whose honor the first Wooster
g
was inaugurated in
home-comin-

if
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Apprentices Meet
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COUNTER

Trumps

Patricia Culp, Kathryn Deen,
Shirley Ann Garl, Helen Her
SHOP-WIS- E
mann, Annelu Hutson, Joyce Jar- man, Rose Kesel, Rita McColI,
Nancy McKee, Mary Jean Mack- ay, Muriel Mulac, Julia Owen, Dell
Sharkey, Mel Snyder, Donajean
Swartz, Ann Haggerty, Clare RobWith many a leer and furtive inson, Josephine Van Wagner.
glance we edged our way past the
s
to
neckties, cravats, and
the Men's Department of
Then it happened! We
saw what we were going to plug
Pat a - kake
this week. Pushing past the George
Price-ia- h
lady who was mulling
8 shades
we
over three identical
sank enthralled before the display.
big, flannel, and
Men's pajamas
useful. There were gaily and gaudily striped ones, and bold plaid Cor. Buckeye and Liberty Sts.
Phone 999
ones, and plain blue ones. There
were pajamas with slipover tops,
and pajamas with coat style tops.
There were pajamas at $2.59,
Further vital
$2.98, and $3.50.
"Over
50
of
statistics revealed,
these pajamas are being sold to
-""womenr
Mushing further into the wild
erness, we came upon a cache of
men's sweaters that are both neat
FRIDAY-SATURDAand beautiful. Ideal for snow-shoe- ing to class come December would
"China's Little Devils"
be a heavy Norwegian sweater at
$9.95. Motifs are appropriate, be
and
ing confined to reindeer and skiing.
Colors are either blue and red or
Olsen and Johnson in
brown and red. Argyle sweater,
and
are
"See My Lawyer"
available in plaids
black,
and yellow; brown, red, and yel
low; brown, red, and beige; blue
and yellow. No need to wait for
SUNDAY. MONDAY
these-arjust $5.95.
Christmas
Danny Kaye in
In keeping with this inspired
-at-FnE-

EDLAIIDECS

plus-four-
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"Blithe Spirit n

New Members

Syrios, Jackie Theis, Joan Bowman.
Pyramids
Helen Adams, Mary Buchanan,
Betty DeLaney, Alfreda Diggs,
Isabelle Hartman, Eleanor Holmes,
Mary Ann Keibler, Marjorie Marshall, Florence Mason, Barbara
1919.
Noe, Barbara Bogart.
Sphinx
Mary Margaret Basinger, Rose
Freshman Apprentices held their Marie Chas, Pat Daly, Joan Dilfirst meeting Tuesday night, Oct. lon, Josephine Garver, Betty Lou
23 under Miss Johnson's super- Fuller, Rheem Hegner, Jean King,
vision. Officers were elected as foL Flo Kurtz, Mary Matsuzawa, Rosemary - Pierce, - Ella Pierson, Coe
lows president Dot Weiss;
Shannon, Mary Jane Stroh, Joan
secretary-treasureWeldon Kerr;
Pat Wicks; social chair- Summers, Phyllis Townley, Lorna
Davis.
man, Jeanne Fagan.
Spuds
The second Tuesday night of
Ruth Backus,
Marilyn
Atkinson,
selected
the
for
every month was
ElMargaret
Baker,
Ellen
Mary
meetings, plus any necessary extra
Thel-m- a
Foehrenbach,
Marybeth
liott,
ones. Planning has already started
Jean Gilkeson, Margaret Hendefor "studio productions" as the enrson,-Pat
Henderson, Janet Jentertainment for the next "meeting.
High hopes and aspirations for the sen, Eileen Johnson, Kathleen
,
freshman production were part of Lautenschlager, Hazelyn Melcon-ianRuth Neff, Margaret J. Mil- the group assembled.
Barbara Trapp, Gwen Jones,
ler,
I
r .1 I
tLee untnanK.
vice-preside-

5

Courtety of The Woorter Daily Record
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Muskoff Drugs

Receives Praise
When Pat Ewing's voice first is
heard, one can visualize her as a
floating, ghostly apparition. Pat's
first entrance was like a cold breeze
across the stage, as she floated in
from the open window. And
"floats" is the only verb which can
adequately describe every, move
thereafter.. Her very words lilt, her
steps glide, she is completely of
another world. Pat turned in a
magnificent and inspired performance as the dead wife, "Elvira who
returned to haunt her husband, She
completely surpassed all her previous triumps and set up a precedent
which will.be hard for any other
leading lady to approach.
In the final scene, which finds
Charles alone in the living room
with both invisible wives, Bruce
Strait was superb. Until the curtain finally descended Bruce was
Charles and Charles was master of
the situation and of an enchanted
audience. This is the first male lead
Bruce has had here, but if applause
is any judge of talent, it won't be
the last.
The directors, Mr. W. C. Craig
and. Miss Marilynn Johnston can
be justly proud of the entire cast
which included Dale Blocher, Mar
tha Pratt, and Anne Austin, all of
whom did commendable jobs.
Special mention should be made
of the fine, painstaking workthe
stage and property crews did to
achieve the finished and thrilling
effect in the third act. The lighting
and costumes were also definite attributes. Pat and Kathy's ghostly
garb was designed by Mrs. Robert
Hartman and made by the costume
crew. All the extremely effective
make-uwas applied by the stars
themselves, a practice long pursued
by Mr. Craig.
--
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per sock. Marvelous for sitting
about in drafty rooms, these sup
pert have leather soles, and wool
uppers in scarlet, blue, or maroon
Nothing better for that Old San
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may we" say "simply, 1
with a catch in the throat, "Whoa,
Blitzen.
Cary March

WonderMan"

(Continued from Page 1)

elected new Service Chairman.
Six groups will present skits for
the initiation and refreshments
will be served.
New members of Phi Alpha
Theta are : Kenneth Hall, - Julius
Ishida, Alice Rodgers, Jane Richardson and Sally Wade. The next
meeting will be at Miss Dunham's
home Nov. 8 at 7 P.M. at which
time John Frentz will give a report on England's Edward Gibbons, representative of the scientific school of the 19th century.
" Recently admitted to Congres
sional Club were Bob Tucker,
sophomore, and Don Shaw, sen
ior. Another senior, Bob Kendall,
who is an Army Air Corps veteran, will soon become a mem
ber.
Congressional Club is the old
est club on campus, organized by

President Holden about 1906.
The purpose being to discuss na
tional and international affairs.

It is

limited to upperclassmen,
membership only by invitation.
This oldest of our organizations
meets the first and third Tuesdays
of e a c h month. The honored
members welcome back two veter
ans, Jerry Katherman and Roger
Richards. Officers are: Speaker,
Bob Forsberg; Clerk, John Frantz;
gt. at
ireasurer, Dill Johns;
Arms, Bob Tucker; and Club
Sponsorer, Dr. Lowry.
The first meeting of the Psychol
ogy Club was held Tuesday eve
ning in
Mr. Sharp spoke
on the subject "Intelligence: The
Major Need for Success for Public
School Pupils.
Meetings are held once a month
and are" open to students taking
subjects in the psychology depart
ment. Seniors in the club usually
head all programs, but at the No- yember meeting, Mr. 'Hartman
from the pM6hydepartment
will speak.

WOOSTER'S SMARTEST
DRESS SHOP

Buy Them by the Sack

For a 10:00 Snack

hamburger

Next Sunday morning John
Wanamaker will' speak to Fresh

iiiii

man Forum on the topic "Living a
Christian Life in Today s World,
Tom Maistros will have charge
of the worship service.
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so-call- ed

One of our contributers,
Peggy Goddard, received a
very interesting newspaper
last week from a friend who
is the assistant editor. It was
a copy of the sole edition of
the Yokasuka Yodler and
bore the Japanese characters
above the English title. The
paper, the first the United
States Navy ever published
in Japan and probably the
only American one printed
on Labor Day, was released
with the help of a very poor
Jap mimeograph and large
sheets of cheap paper found
In the officesand "warehouses
of the Yokasuka Navy Yard.
The circulation was limited
to 1000 the number of 3rd
Fleet men who went ashore
after the landing of Marine
occupation troops.
The Yodler was gotten out
by Naval Correspondents
from the battleships U.S.S.
Alabama, Missouri, Wisconsin, and North Carolina. It
contained news of the signing
of the peace aboard the

Each Piece Shining Wi(h Exquisite Individuality
Indian and Mexican Pins, Bracelets, Earrings

up

Bechtel

U.S.S. Missouri only a few
yards away, a Letter to the
Editor Dept., concerning the
problem of taking home Jap
souvenirs, thumbnail sketches of the commanding officers
of the four ships represented
on the staff, a sports roundup,
and late news flashes.
As far as we know, the
Navy scored a victory over

the Army by beating the
Stars and Stripes editors to
nmn frwi fiTi
"anese
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Hazing became sanctioned at Wooster almost before there was
a sophomore class. Way back in the eighteen hundreds a freshman
lady was probably informed that on the following day she was to
appear without her bustle and with neither gloves nor fan. This disgrace was almost too much to bear when only the day before she and
her fellow classmates had been made to skip quite briskly around the
walls of Miller Manor (then in it s prime) . Her boy friend, also a mis
guided Wooster freshman, was quite bitter after having marked his
footprints to the corner and back, chanting dolefully, I loveth ye
sophomores."
Many years 'have passed since these precarious days, but still
the hazing goes on. The methods are a little changed now but the prin
ciple is the same. Whether or not Wooster should discourage this
interesting sport is a debatable question.
FAYE CRAWFORD, a girl who always looks tar into the future,
.1
.!! my
f
.
says, It s tun
.
to look DacK on ana sometning exciting to . ceil
(Faye! Why didn t you tell us?)
grandchildren.
JOHN...BECK thinks, "It's a wonderful way to make acquaint- ances. m
inis idea also strucK several upperciassmen wno Degan wearing
name cards too.---But then we have RUTH WALLACE and TONY SLOAN who
agree, ihe whole idea is juvenile, unnecessary, ana supernuous!
MAL BOGGS also is against it, believing, "Most freshmen have an
cockiness. The sophomores'
inferiority complex and not a
hazing only makes it harder for them to get over it."
CHARLOTTE FORSBERG, who has a reputation for loving
children, says, ."Its fun but I feel so sorry for the little ones."
"It's fun as long as it isn't carried too far," says. Jo Bender, and
added, "Hazing is one thing you never forget."
One of the victims, MARILYN WOOD affirms, "Hazing really
makes you feel you're at college. With everything happening at once
no one has time to think of being homesick.
To be contrary, a sophomore hailing from Florida, who wishes to
remain anonymous, emphatically states, "I disapprove X)f the whole
thing. It seems foolish, childish, and a terrible waste of energy at five
in the morning. Hazing accomplishes nothing and furthermore .once
caused the death of a boy I knew in Georgia;"
MARIANNA PAUL, another supporter, says, "After you've once
gotteiAhrough hazing you know you're in. It's then you really become
part of the college."

S.

Joan Fontaine
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Cam pus React ion

Freshman Forum

1.95
TUES.-WED.-THUR-

ent

off-camp- us

On Sunday evening, after ' the
regular meeting of Sunday Evening
Forum, the Big Four is sponsoring
a reception for Mr. and Mrs. C
be open
John" Lt Bates which-wil- l
to the entire student body.
The Big Four has also announced
that a class on Bible interpretation
will meet from now on at ten on
Sunday morning in the speech
room of Taylor Hall. These meet
ings will be open to all students
who would like to take part in
more personalized discussions of religious questions. This Sunday
there will be a discussion on "A
Philosophy of Life," led by Mr.
Robert S. Hartman of the Philosophy department.

.

,

V-neck-ed

ex-presid-

.

Reception; Class

K-22- 1.
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In addition to church attendance, students h a v e asked for
smoking rooms in more of the
women's dormitories. An
operetta was proposed to make use
of campus musical and dramatic
talent.
Suggestions are numbered and-eac- h
is considered by the Senate.
Replies will be posted by the box
rrom time to time.
Forsberg reminds that many decisions are not up to the students,
but matters for the Board of Trustees. Such a thing is the issue of
compulsory church. If there is
enough organized public opinion
behind an issue, it can be referred
Relations
to the Student-FacultCommittee and from there, to the
Board of Trustees.
In hopes of stimulating public
opinion, the Voice is planning an
all college poll on compulsory
church. This will include faculty as
well as students.

Big Four Sponsors

'--

prize-winnin-

Wooster has been represented
at inauguration ceremonies at six
colleges and universities. On Oct
16, Dean William H. Taeusch attended the inauguration of Lawrence M. Gould as president of
Carleton College, Northfield,
Minn.
Dean Tauesch also represented
the college at the inauguration of
President William A. Shimer at
Marietta College on Oct. 20. He
was also present at Heidelberg College, Tiffin, O., when. Dr. Nevin
C. Harner was installed.
On Saturday, E.Mjei Carpenter, '25, will represent The College
of Wooster at the inauguration i)f
President Culver at Southwestern
College, Yesterday, Miss Frances
V. Guille, dean of women, attended the inauguration of President Anderson at the Pennsylvania College for Women.
Tomorrow, L. R. Brown, '14, of
Lehigh University, will represent
the college at Lafayette College,
Easton, Pa., when Ralph Cooper
Hutchison is installed as president.
On Nov. 15, C. John L. Bates will
attend the inauguration of Henry
P. VanDusen as president of Union Theological Seminary, New
York City.
Mrs. Judith Coover Wishart,
'17 represented "Wooster at the
75 th anniversary celebrations at
Wilson College, Chambersburg,
Pa. on Oct. 13. Speaker of the
day was Herbert Hoover,
of the United States.

church services. Serving on that
committee are Mary Ann Brown,
John Hutchison, and Mr. Forsberg. Students with criticisms, for-o- r
against the system, are asked
with any of these three
talk
to
people.

soil.

'
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Letter to the Editor
(Continued from Page 2)

Dear Editor:

The "Voice" seems to be the
best place for this and an open
letter to the student body is perhaps the best means of communication, as it were. So here goes
It seems a shame that more students do not know about the music
room in the Student Union Building. The college is very fortunate
in having such a place. More people should be taking advantage of
the opportunity ottered for listen- Nng-t- o

'goodlmusic

For the student in a dancine
there's a place for him.
For the bridge fiend, there's a place
for him too. And then for the student who feels the urge to hear a
'
good, deep symphony, a Chopin
Nocturne,, or perhaps Gershwin's
"Rhapsody in Blue" well, there's
a place for him the Music Room
in the Union.
The room is open every afternoon from ,1:30 until 5:30. Then
every week day evening from 7
till 10 you can listen to yout "favorites". Oh yes! And Saturday
evenings 11 is the closing time.
There is a quiet, restful atmosphere maintained always. You can
study or just relax and listen to the
music. It's up to you.
' I do hope that before too long
some of you curious freshmen and
upperclassmen investigate this music room? You won't, be sorry, for
it is, an opportunity to Jiear music
at" its 7 finest free! So conie-ov-er
mood

--
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regret it!
Bette Cleaveland
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